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Gossip No 3 All I
"Gossip Girl" creator Joshua Safran tells TheWrap he wanted to explore "watching the moral implications of playing God" this time around ...
Why ‘Gossip Girl’ Reboot Wasted No Time in Revealing the New Gossip Girl
The new Gossip Girl broke records with its debut last Thursday, becoming the most-watched HBO Max original series over its launch weekend, Deadline reported. The streamer said that the show saw peak ...
'Gossip Girl' Is Already Breaking Streaming Records
but no one actually lives like that, right?). The show had its flaws, but it was a fun place to inhabit for a few hours a week. Load Error All this to say, when HBO Max announced its Gossip Girl ...
Gossip Girl was absurd and over the top – the reboot is just weird
Last Thursday, the first episode of HBO Max’s “Gossip Girl” reboot premiered and it was … weird. While the hierarchical energy of its predecessor was evident, this new iteration lacked the charm and ...
OPINION: The new “Gossip Girl” makes no sense
Season 1, Episode 1 of HBO Max's 'Gossip Girl' reboot revealed who revived Gossip Girl, and the culprit is no Dan Humphrey.
Why Gossip Girl's True Identity In The Reboot Makes No Sense
Yes, there’s no doubt that there are plenty of things that the original 'Gossip Girl' and the reboot have in common including being voiced by Kristen Bell who was the voice of 'Gossip Girl' in the ...
'Gossip Girl' Reboot: 5 stark differences between The CW original and new HBO show
The love for a piece of good gossip is diverse and it's heartening to see that 'Gossip Girl' itself has become more diverse as well. While the original 'Gossip Girl' had an all-White cast, the reboot ...
'Gossip Girl' reboot loses all-White cast and focuses on BLM, LGBTQ and income inequality
FANS of the original Gossip Girl had to wait six seasons to find out the identity of the anonymous blogger, but viewers of the reboot had to wait just part of one episode. The new HBO Max ...
Gossip Girl’s true identity revealed in reboot’s very first episode and show’s fans are ‘disappointed’ by twist
Serena, Blair, Chuck and Nate would be proud of the new generation of ultra-rich teens controlled by the all-seeing Gossip Girl ...
Gossip Girl Reboot: All the Ways the Premiere Episode Threw It Back to the Original Series
“No,” I replied, surprised to hear that ... think about such things,” the Bible says in Philippians 4:8. 3. Confront gossip politely yet firmly. Stand up to people who are gossiping by ...
5 Ways to Stop Gossip in Its Tracks
It’s a rainy June afternoon, and most of the cast members of the new Gossip ... you all the time — seriously, constantly. When characters have threesomes, they can be same-sex, and no one ...
Superrich Kids Get Trolled
XOXO, The Gossip Girl reboot ... the answer sadly seems to be no ... at least for right now. Blake Lively (Serena van der Woodsen) told Variety in 2017, "It sort of all depends.
Gossip Girl reboot release date on HBO Max, trailer, cast and more
All female athletes will be outfitted with Olympic ... She was previously married to Riley Stearns; they separated in 2017. If you had no clue Winstead was even pregnant, that's because the ...
The daily gossip: Courtney Love slams Olivia Rodrigo, Cardi B is pregnant, and more
Attention, Upper East Siders: Gossip Girl is officially making a comeback. No, this isn’t just some ... (you should really read the story, that's all I'm saying!), producer Joshua Safran gave ...
The 'Gossip Girl' Trailer Is Officially Here, and It's Everything You Could've Asked For
saying that she’d be fairly open to doing Gossip Girl with the original cast. “It sort of all depends,” Lively said. “Would I do seven years of the show? No, because it’s hard work and I ...
The ‘Gossip Girl’ Reboot Trailer Is Out
(In a signifier of the new world of “Gossip Girl,” all three characters are played ... and it sinks in you no matter what. I think I might have been afraid to go toward those issues, because ...
A ‘Gossip Girl’ for a New Generation? How Joshua Safran Reinvented TV’s Wicked Teen Soap Opera
But we need worry no longer, as a shiny new series of ... we've got a weekly newsletter chock-full of all the latest news and gossip from the Islanders of years gone by. Every Tuesday afternoon ...
Love Island gossip - how to get all the latest news from the villa and beyond
(Peak is quick to caution that Zoya isn’t like Dan — who was eventually revealed to be Gossip Girl — in all ways ... Fragment Design x Air Jordan 3. DOHERTY: Styled by Warren Alfie ...
New Kids on the Block: Meet the Stars of the ‘Gossip Girl’ Reboot
with the Model 3 and the Model Y taking the No. 1 and No. 3 spots, respectively," says Kelsey Mays, Cars.com assistant managing editor and the AMI's lead researcher. "The 2021 AMI arrives against ...
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